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Chapter I.
IntroflWtion
1. Statement of the Problem.
The purpoae of thla etudy is to find out whether or
not the quality of work of atudenta who received euaner project
teaching, prior to entrance, waa Improved during the first yetsr
In vocational agricultural schoola.
2. Definition of ^erma .
3 wrier^roj^t^teiiching, Involve?) teaching or inetruc-
tlon received by boya and girla while they are at work in some
form of agriculture or in science related to agriculture during
the sunnier months. In this study sooner project teaching is
received before they enter the school ss enrolled atudents.
Marka dealgnate the degree of auoceaa or rating that
the students receive for the work accomplished in their differ*
ent studies*
£lrajt £ear_studenta are the boya and firla entering
the County and High School departmento to at-tv- a. iculture aa
their course of training during their firat year.
VocationalJ jylcultural "Chpoljs are public achoola
of learning offering Agricultural courses to boya arid / irla
who are interes ted in agriculture and who plan to carry it on
as their life work.
Starred namea of atudents refer to thoae pupils who
were in the special groups.
Relative Hank mesne thw placement of e«eh pupil in
oom.iarlaon to all other pupils in any particular teat or claos.
SP^E refers to thorn waptla who w>re con-
t eted in one wey or another rior to the time the** entered
aehool.
Regular Groujj refers to those woplls who wore not
contented In any way prior to the time they entered school*
3. J?acrj^tlo?i, iof the Smrtroreient of 'Vacatf^ft ewMdsfl
la teaching moat eubjsots to-day in the nubile
schools the teacher endeavors to nek* the subjsct untter ea
realistic ss possible by using situations occurring In every-
day life* There Ss no bet'er opportunity to relate actual
life situations with the touching than in vocational sprioal-
tare* Vim County Agricultural rchoole offer the ldeel sitae-
tion for this type of >rogrea» Zn the High school denertments
where feeillties ere not available the instructor wakes us© of
nearby faros where instruction or practise esn be followed*
There !• enoug h contrast between the two types of
ochools named above to warrant s further statement* The
County School e* ere e lerre variety of subjects end has the
neoesssr? facilities st hand for Instruction* The High School
enarfemcnt contaete the ferm infrequently end then for specisl
work only*
a three end s four yeer course le offered to boye
end girls residing In Essex County who have graduated from
the ninth grsde or at lra8t have reached the e^e of fourteen.
Host of the mapile antaring the County Reeves' *re sarlous
alnied end ere there for business*
Ocesslonslly e few mieflte find their way to the County
School, ss in m:>at instituftions and they offer mors reel prob-
than do the agrioulturally minded pupile.
Those pupil* having graduated from high eohool or
at leaet who have had two years of high school training ere
pieced in the three veer class of students and are grouped
as 2-X, B-v , or 8-Z« Those pupils who have had less train-
ing auoh as grammar school, or first year of high school, «re
placed In the four year class and are grouped as l-/>, 1-' , or
1«C. These last three groups are made up of pupils according
to their mental abilities as determined by the various teats
given them the first week of school and will be referred to
later* -'he 1-C group is usually made up of pu 11a of lower
mental rating. The three year group of students who are hor-
ticulturully minded are generally grouped Id 8-X, while the
2-V and 2-2 grouse of older pupils are interested in animals.
The course of study for first year students ia as
followst
The three year group —
Required Klect one subject
Vegetable Gardening Floriculture
Poultry
General Survey of Agriculture Small Animals
English
Arithmetic
Science
Hygiene
Perm shop
Citizenship
The four year group —
Reo.ul.red
Vegetable Gardening
General Survey of Agriculture
Knglish Hygiene
Arithmetic Parra Shop
Science
The t uining that these pupils receive in a; ricul-
ture is divided into two parte, naraelyi claasrooa inetructlon,
and a »«tisfactory project in the agricultural subject that
the PUPil has been studying during the previous months. This
lust part of a student's training hae always been considered
vory important in vocational educe tion.
In order to properlr instruct students in the vari-
ous branches of agriculture the teacher visits the pupils at
their work durinr the aumier and helps the pupila in oarrylng
out their programs of work as previously planned in elaaa dur-
ing the previous winter months? instructa the pupils in farm
skills and farm aaneremcnti checks the pupils on instruction
given, records and accounts and farm practice sheetsf and
offers the pup Is encouragement and inspiration. The records
kept by the pupils nay include any information which the
pupils have noted durinr their experiences and should be of
value to them in later years. In the oaae of a horticulture
ally minded pupil thla may include varieties, planting and
harvesting dates, weather, etc.
The accounts kept by the pupils Involve a complete
record of inventory, expenses and receipts of the project
from whioh the profit or loss might be figured at the end of
the production aeason. The farm practice sheets include a
list of fnrra operations which the pupila experience on the
Job during the year and either the instructor or emnloyer
Marks the pupils on each different Job. The pupil's ratings
are generally bused on comparisons of work accomplished by
the individuals with the work accomplished by men of exper-
ience and integrity.
At the Agavea High School, agricultural experiences
are found at homo or on nearby forma. ?he a ( ea of the pupile
arc til© eame as noted for the County echool. The courdo of
etudy offered In the flrat your Is as follows! veretablc
gardening or poultry, general agricultural survey, and academ-
ic aubjectsi such aa, English, Biology, General Selenoe end
Physloal Education*
4 » Ohleetives of Vocational Agricultural Education .
Vocational Education ie the art of learning a voca-
tion by doing the different Jobs pertaining to it and finding
out the why cud wherefores nftor the performance and repeti-
tion of those different Jobe. Professor 0» A. Schmidt in his
book, "Kfflcieney in Vocational Agriculture", att test "The
pedagogleal and psychological aide of vocationel eduoation to
be based upon the theory of habit psychology which assumes
that habits ere specific reactions to definite stimuli or
situations. Therefore, the more nearly echool life can be
like life outalde of school, the better.*
At a recent meeting in February, 1936 of the
Maasuchueetti. Industrial Hdueation society, one of the voca-
tional goals as presented at the Panel diacuesion wesj "to
prepare the pupil morally, Intellectually, physically, and
vocationally for the trade he aeema best fitted by nature,
ability, opportunity, and oholee to follow. In doing this
we should develop the following aptitudes, habits and skills}
cooperation, dependability, resourcefulness, thoroughness,
physical and voct.tionel fitness."
Vocational Agricultural Education* is desired to
fit persons for useful employment or vocotions by means of
correlating supervised practice with classroom instruction.
Vocational Agricultural Education is the training
of boys and girls in a productive occupation of farming and
in good citizenship.
Parents and y ung people look to the nubile schools
to fit the youth of today for the duties of life. As a part
of this green educational policy, vocational education has
cone forward very rapidly so that today our youths can train
in Home Keonomicsf In • trade, such as, auto repairing or
prlntingj or In some branch of agriculture. It is in this
last field that the writer desires to confine his efforts.
The president of the New England Voeational Guid-
ance Association, William H* Shumwey**, states, "In these
times, the employer demands a man vocationally fitted, in
type of mind, aptitude, and personality, for the Job. He
must have had the proper training and preparation." Voca-
tional Education helpa to train such men.
©Footnote - Bui. #118, Agricultural Series #29, Supervised
Praetloe in Agriculture including Home Projects.
•©Footnote - r.xoerot from article by ft. J, Hanookian entitled,
wHo Hit or Miss About Getting a Job Nowadays .
oston Sunday Herald, March 28, 1937.
" *.
?fe ero told end believe that farm jobs offer oppor-
tunities for teachers to Ml ss teaching units of work. In
the case of high echool vocational departments, the Instruc-
tors arc obliged to rely on these farm lobe as a baele for e
part of their teaching* If these are important to both the
teacher and the etudenta after they havo entered the schools,
why is It not more important to have the boya become acquainted
with eome of the fundamental facts in agriculture before they
enter as etudentB* 'why not Induce the boya to be thinking of
some of the problems ahead of timet Why not encourage the boya
to become enthused in some of the agricultural problems before
they are faoed with the facte? In the case with eome city boys
who think that they want to etudy eome line of agriculture,
why not enlifhten them with some of the problems that farmers
meet in everyday life before they enter the echoolat Ferhaps
sone of thesa city boys do not know whether they would be in-
terested in agriculture or not and in these cases such general
problems as suggested and diBcuBsed by the Instructor might
help them to decide in favor of this type of training. The
problem la soma different in the county schools than it la In
many of the agricultural departments of high schools. In sev-
eral eases in thiB study, after the boys were visited by the
inotructor, the boye decided that agriculture was not what
they wanted after all and they did not enter the echool. ThiB
was not only a help to the boy but made it possible Instead
for some other boy to enter the school at the beginning of
classes who might not have been able to enter, due to the
maximum enrollment of that class* In abort, such pre-oontaot-
ing, before the beginning of school, aids in the selection of
the boya for the entering ag ricultural elaouea.
Not only does the pre-oont cting inatructor cronte
an interest or diaouaaion on f-rm nroblema but arouses the
boy's interest in related science* A* the inatructor con-
tncted these pre-entaring boya he diacovered the bojrB* inter-
ests and it was along those liaea that the diacussiono u e
largely baaed* Related aolence and general farm problems
wore also disousaed. The related acience diaeuaaions dealt
directly with the job that the boy waa working on at the time
of the viait and not with abatrect facta or principles. These
discussions aroused more interest, appreciation, and aatiefac-
tion*
5 » limitation* of this Study.
This study la limited to the Kasex County Agricul-
tural School at Hathome, ""aeaachuaet 4 • and to the At.awam
High Sebool /agricultural Department. The comparisons wore
made between groupa of pre-ontering studenta to Vocational
Agricultural Coarsen who wore visited by agricultural
teachers, and groups not contacted at all*
6 « Liaitati >na in Comparison with Similar Studies *
There have been studieu mude to discover MM effect
of personality upon achool rat>rks, of home environment on
school w-rks, and of intelligence on achool atrka and person-
ality*
- I m
r,her© have been no previous atudiee* node to determine the
effect of ore-school contacts on the marka of boya about to
enter secondary agricultural schools. The need of auch
knowledge has nrompted me to try to determine if thla la a
true method • Have we not accepted these facte aa true with-
out aubafcantial evidence?
^Footnote - Kxcerote from let* ere received in request for
Information as to what studies had been made
relative to project teaching with pre-entering students
during the summer raonthe.
n I have reviewed a list of atudiea in auperviaed farm
practice but fall to find anything dealing with the teachlng-
on-the-iob phaae of the work."
Arthur P. willlama
Maroh 20, 1933- odoral Agent for Agrieulturel Education
*1 em sorry to Indicate in reply to your letter that no
specific deta In the field whioh you have outlined have boon
gathered in sufficient quantity to be of value to you In your
study. Let mo haaten to aoy that I find myself in hearty
accord with the theaia concerning which you are attempting to
secure data* 1*
A* K. Oetmen, Chief
February 7, 1936 Agricultural Education Bureau
"I am rather Intereeted in your atudy beeause of its
apparent significance in our vocational agricultural training
program* If anvthlng has been done along the line In whioh
you ore working, you will find it noted in Bulletin /?180
whioh contains >8**ttiarles of i turtles in Agricultural Education'.
C. H. Lane
February 11, 1936 Agent, Agricultural Education
- 10 -
Chapter II *
freeedure
1* stcteswnt of Procedure.
This study Is planned on an experimental basis for
throe consecutive years with a teat group of first-year stu-
dents who received eu»*er project teaching, and a parallel
check group of similar kind who had not been contacted*
2* I/escrlrtlon of the Conditions »
This sttidy was carried on at the Essex County School
during the euamer of each year* A group of pro-entering boys
was picked at randon to be contacted by an agricultural teacher
several times before entering school In I epteober of eneh re-
spective year* The Instructor either visited the boy at his
hoffio or at the Job where he nay have been at work that starrer,
or constmlcated with the boy by mall with a series of ques-
tions relating to aaterial to be fathered or to be answered
and returned to the school* See appendix.
The queetlonnairc submitted to each pre-project
student was not a definite or specific set of questions, ex*
eept to have each branch of agriculture covered by at least
one question to arouse the interest and cvriceity of e^oh boy
as to what vocational agricultural education Is about* Any s*t
of questions of a general nature would have returned the sense
re ults* if all the questions submitted had been in dairying
and poultry, and the specific boy contacted waa horticultur-
ally minded $ the interest of the boy would not have been
aroused In the same way if it had net le-n that a few questions
pertaining to riant growth had be n adoed, etc. The saae re-
sults would have been true if the reverse conditions existed*
- 11 -
Hoth questionnaires Aroused the boy's curiosity or
mind to agricultural problems or fundamental facte in seri-
culture and related science* The diaeussions which followed
started these boys to thinking. This was not accomplished
in any systematic way with the remainder of the new students
until they reached school and started in on their repular
course of study* Possibly this pre-cont^cting mipht be class-
ified in a similar study with the subject of orientation as
presented in some of our schools and colleges today.
Likewise at the Agawam High Sehool, during the year
prior to vocational agricultural boys entering the department
,
special assignments MHM ftivwn to a Special Group of boys.
These assignments were usually based on project subjects to be
taught In the fall so as to rive the boys as much agricultural
experience as they could pick W$ that would be useful in their
future claasroom work* Suoh experiences would stimulate the
pupil's interest* The Regular Group consisted of boys selected
on a basis of the same a#e, ability, agricultural experiences,
etc., hut with no assignments.
3. Descriptlons
r
of the Tests Given at Essex County | ohool»
In order to measure the results of the Special Group
with the Regular Group of students, comparisons were made in
1934, 1935 and 1 36. Three sets of tests were (-Ivan all pupils
the first week of school; namely, a series of Agricultural Iden-
tification tests, Kent-fthakow battery, and Army Alpha teste
(font 7). These comparative tests were riven to place the boy
in his respective group as determined by his mental ability and
agricultural background. TJany times the trustworthiness of the
• 12 -
teats have been questioned, but when earofully conducted they
are now generally accepted as the best means we have of classi-
fying students according to their various abilities and mental
environments*
The series of agricultural teste include Agricultural
Background, Animals, crops, Flowers, Mmit and Vegetobes,
Poultry, Shrubs, Tools, Trees, Woods, and In 1938 end 1956,
Plant Growth. See Appendix, Item III.
The Kent«Shakow tests are composed of a battery of
seven teats* Herd Directions, Information, similarity, Eas<n~
tial Property, Kesontial Difference, Arithmetical Reasoning,
and Sentence Completion* Appendix, Item IV
«
The Army Alpha tests have been used to determine the
grade end age norms of all students compared to their aotual
age and last grade completed • Appendix, Item V*
The relative standings of the Special Croup, the
Regular Group and the entire group in the three testsf
Agricultural, Kent-Shakow, and Army Alpha are shown in fables
II, XII end IV* These tables also Indicate the high, median,
average and low acore of each group In each test.
To determine more in detail the value of pre-
contacting pupils before entering upon their vocational studies
,
data la heroin presented to show the relationship of the Spe-
cial Group compared to the Regular Croup in Army Alpha testa
and their agricultural subjects during the first three terms
of their first year of agricultural training* This study will
be found in Tables XIV * XXII.
To further substantiate this study Tables XXIII-XI*
to compare the marks and efforts during the first three terms
- 13 -
of their first year by both Special and Regular oroupe in
survey and academie subjects. The survey subjects include
vegetable gardening, general agricultural survey , and in the
oase of the three-year students, their elected minor study of
one of the following agricultural subject st Floriculture,
Poultry, Small Fruit, or Small Animals. The academie subjects
Inolude English, arithmetic, Hygiene, Farm Shop, Science and
Citizenship. (For the three-year atudents only.)
4. Procedure "acd at Agaeam High School.
In rating eaeh new student of the agricultural de-
partment, Mr. tosely baaed hia mark on the opportunity for
experience, general practice and knowledge that each boy had
at home or nearby forms.
Table Ho* XLII records the age, agricultural back-
ground and marks received in agricultural and academie sub-
jects of the Special and Regular Groupa of students from 1930
to 1936. As vegetable gardening and poultry were taught in
alternating yeera, the project study mark would be determined
by the subject taught that year. The survey mark involved
all local firnt year agricultural studies other then the pro-
ject Btudles outlined for the regular first year project wrrk.
The project end eurvey marks were given for both the first and
second semesters while the academie marka represent the average
reoe*?ed for the yew.
Table :»o» XLIIX ehows by graph a comparison of m*rks
and effort shown by both groups of students, the ivpecisl snd
Regulars, in agricultural and academic subjects for 1930 • 1P36.
- 14 -
Chapter III*
Promentation of Data Obtained
1* The number of atlti used In thla stud? are as follow*!
Table Ho. X*
>iT>©C iol** * Kepular ;on«
Veer Inn Group ISnterir
1834 9 — 6
n n m * 1935 w—•* 52 11
ft ff w « 1996 37 33 18
AgMM High School 1930-31 7 8
1951-32 6 6
it n 1952*33 j I
m m
1
« 1933-34 6 6
1934-:>5 3 5
* * « 1935-36 6 6_
Total 112 184 34
Total number of eases In thia study was 330.
2. Tine covered la Study .
The data presented was compiled from work accomplished
during the yeara 1934-36 at the Essex County Agricultural School
and during the years 1930-1936 at the Apawam High School.
3. Description of Tests Qlven .
Prom this point on data will IsJ presented in the
following orderi
First ! Of the iissex County Agricultural School.
Graphio relative atending of Lpeolal and Regular
Groups compared to the Entire Group in erriculture, Kent Shekow
and Army Alpha Tests.
Results of the Agricultural Identlficetion tests,
-y of all tests given,
of all pupils* marks.
. 16 -
dative placements of Special Groups compared to
the Regular Groups of new students in Amy Alpha tests and
Vegetable Gardening and General Survey*
Comparison of narks and effort shown by all students
In Survey and Academic subjects.
Second i Of the Agewem High School.
Table showing Age, Agricultural Background and Marks
of all students*
Comparison of marks end effort shown by all students
in agriculture and academic subjected
Tables II. Ill and IV show the relative standing in
graph form of the Special Group, the Regular Group to the Entire
Group in the high, median, average and low scores obtained in
the Agricultural, Fent-Shakow, end Army Alpha tests. In the
center of eaeh graph in black ink will be found the combine
scores of all students in eaeh test* At the left hand side of
each graph in red ink will be found the scores of the Special
Group and at the right h»nd side of each graph in green ink the
scores of the Regular croup* The scores included in the Kent-
Shakow tests are those received for the two minute Tine Limit
tests.
It will be noted that each year's average and median
scores of the Special Group was well above the Regular Group as
well as all students in all of the Agricultural Identification
tests. In 1935*36 and 1936-37 the high scorer was a special
pupil, while the low scorer was a regular pupil. It was the
reverse in 1934-56 due to the fact that only a few oases were
considered In the study that year. Similar results were found
in the Kent-Shakow and the Army Alpha tests with the exception*
• 10 •
of the median boot© a of the Special Group In 1934-35 end the
average a- ores of the sacie group In 1954*36 end 1935*36 which
were lower •
The reason that the Special Croup nay not have been
higher in 1934*55 and 1935-36 may be traced to the feet that a
large proportion of the group hed low grade norms and the lsst
grpde completed was the seventh or eighth, end thereby showing
lower mental capacities for academic work.
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Tables V. VI and VII shoo the tabulated result* of
the Agricultural Idwntlflcation Testa given the students dur-
tag the first week of school* Prom the total scores the ever*
age score per test taken and the relative rank of each student
nay be found.
It will be noted that in Tables VI and VII that
eleven tests wore riven, while only ten tests were given In
Table No. V* In 1955 an additional test in plant growth was
added to the regular ten teats bringing the total number of
Identification Teete up to eleven. In several oases blank
spaces will be noted in the tables where no test results were
recorded, due to the fact that the student missed that parti-
cular tent* If a student answered any of the questions in-
correctly or had the entire set incorrect, his score was
entered as s aero* A student could not receive less than
half credit for any particular question so that he was given
full credit, half credit or no credit. This fast accounts for
decimal numbers found in these tablesf eueh as. 14.6 or 4.5.
The scores received in these tests show that the
majority of our new students are not familiar with the nomec
of plants, animals and tools that are common to agriculture and
yet they respond to some tests to a much higher degree than
others. Par example, the identifloetion of some crops, flowers
and weeds, were not well known, while sen rally speaking, meet
students knew most of the vegetables and fruits to be identi-
fied. Yet, s elose check-up of the highest ten ranking pupils
for each year shows that they are now living on f^rms or have
had considerable farm experience.
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It should be remembered that In Interpreting these
scoros the object of the tests wits to determine how much or
how little each boy knew shout agriculture In general, and
from the results «sch pupil could be placed In e group with
pupils of similar averages. The highest score of any pupil
during the three yeara wars 151, or 66# of a possible total
score of 827. Student Maddlx In scored well op In
the agricultural tests that he entered. In theee tests he
pieced first. As this student remained in school for only s
very short time, the second highest student's score was r;*ted
as first in all tables and graphs.
As was noted in Tables II, III and XV the median
and average of the Special Group of students was well shove
the Regular Group ss well an for all students. Ths median
for ths Special Group in 193ft, 1936 and 1636 was 78, 109 and
98.5, respectively} as compared to the Regular Group with
65.5, 68.5 and 86.5, respectively} ss compared to all students,
both special and regular with 66*6, 85 and 81. The avera, e for
the Special Group was 73.8, 96.7 snd 93.4, respectively; as
compared to the Regular Group with 67, 78.3 and 66.9, respec-
tively! ss eompared to sll students, both special and regular
with 65, 83 and 80, respectively.
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The SuprtBry of nil testa, Kcnt-shokow, Army Alpha
and Arrlcultural , given th« ne* studonts during the first week
of school, follow in Tables VIIX, IX and X. The data In these
tables shows the results In each of the sewn batteries of the
Kent-Shakow tests* Hord Directions, Information, Similarity,
Essential *h*operty, Essential Difference, Arithmetical Reason-
ing and Sentence Completion, with the relative rank for both
Time Limit and Ho Time Limit, as well as the Median, Ago Norm
and Total Scores. The upper line of figures oomrienoing with
letter "T* represent the scores received with time of two min-
utes taken for each battery and from whleh the relatr-ve rank,
"RfR»", was oeoured. The lower line with no letter lndic tee
tbo score when no Time Limit woe placed on the student. Prom
this the relative rank for the Mo Time Rating was made. Dots
furnished in Tables II, III and IV show the relative standing
of the Special Group, the Kegnlar Group and the Entire Group
in the high, median, average and low scores of the Kent* hakow
two minute Time Limit tests,
A further study of these Tables VIII, IX and X shows
the actual total scores of each student for the eight te^te In
the Army Alpha group, the Grade Norm, Ago Worm, Last Grade Com-
pleted, Actual Ago, and the Relative Rank (R»R#> for each. In
the Grade Norm column, plus and minus signs will be seen Indi-
cating that the student* s norm Is either a little high or low
for that grade average* Por example, n8-M means that the pu-
pil 1 s grade norm is a little below average for the eighth
trade* In the same eolunm. High sohool grade rating Is noted
us "H.: .-8", etc. College rating will be noted as "Col." In
the Ago Norm column the number "13-6", for example, stands for
13 years, 6 months.
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In a number of owsns blank spaces will be noted In
the tablea of both the Kent-tihakow and the ^rmy Alpha testa
whore no records were entered due to v. rious reasons*
The Relative Aank U.K.) for each student for trie
Agricultural Identification tests are recorded on these sum-
mary tables for comparative refei»ence and convenience so that
at a }l»nc©> one may see any particular pupil 1 e rating in each
of the three te. tam
It will be noted in the Kcnt-Chakow tests that the
•veruge toi:al scores when Ho Time was tuken rated mueh higher
than the Time averages* In 1934 the average for Ho Tim score
wau ;;<) ), in 193b, 838 and in 1936, 208, These scores substan-
tiate the feet that vocational students are a little more motor
minded and slower mentally than the academic minded pupils,
he extreme cases in these batteries show that some pupils re-
turn snap Judgment answers correctly or incorrectly, and that
some other pupils are slow to think but are correct or incor-
rect in their answers*
The scores in the Army Alpha tests as in the Kent-
Shakow tests show op a few of the extreme oases* Por example,
the boy who might be older in years and has poor mental capaci-
ties*
A olo.-e check up of the data in the various tables
will disclose that in 1936 pupil ; earles was high student in
both the Army Alpha and the Kent-; hakow Time tents* This stu-
dent left school before the close of the first term and thereby
was not entered on the mark sheet* If the scores for the next
highest ranking student in each test were used, the material
results would be unchanged.
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The Kent-f>hakow batteries and the Aray Alpha testa
are quite oonaiBtent In the result a secured. In many cases
pupils received the en«e rol&tlve rank in both tests* There
was not the saue consistency with the Apiculture! Identifies
tion tests. Many pupils entering the Agricultural School are
city boys and not familiar with agriculture. In some cases,
pupil was relatively high in all three tests while in other
cases a pupil waa relatively low.
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A Summary of the pupils* mwrke are found in TebT.ee
XT, XII and XIII for the first three terms of their first
wwsr at the Keflex County t'.chool, Marke. ere recorded for three
terms in vegetable Oardenlng, General Agricultural Survey,
''athemntiee, English, Science end Hygiene for ell pupils
.
Only aerke for one tern ere recorded in mechanics for all
piiT>5le» The three-v©»r group of pupils in the EX , gv end 2Z
divisions have narks for three terms in their subjects of
Floriculture, Poultry, Bmell Aoimela or Smell Prult, ee they
nay have elected in piece of Mathematics ee recorded for thw
four (4) rc r -ro of pupils; nanely, 1A, IB end 1C» The
three-year group of etudenta have marks recorded for two ternu-
in oivioe and mathoaatics.
The snail index figure at the lower right of the
nark represents the effort retlng on the part of the student
in that eublect* Index (1) means good interest
(B) means fair interest
( V) means poor interent
(4) cleans very poor interest.
An incomplete (Inc.) mark means that the pupil did not com-
plete his work in that subject at the eloee of the term. If
the pupil made up the incomplete work within the allotted time
(usually one week), he received a nark with credit towards
gradation and that ia indicated by e croee (x) efter the ln-
camleto. i hen the student failed to make up the incomplete
work in the allotted time it wee then entered ae e failure in
these taMea and eo recorded as "00". In a few cases, instruc-
tors entered P4 or P6 but these were recorded in Teblee XXI Tl-
XL ae P5 . The incomplete mcrke entered ae failures
may be
recorded in Tablea XXIII-XL ae "P" or as the merk turned in
- G3 -
by the instructor In that course. In Table XI, Pege 71. It
will be noted that under the minor subject marks of Poultry,
Small Animals, Small Fruit and Floriculture, several letters
appear here and there. They atand for the above subjects!
:cioll Animals • (S.A.), Floriculture • <r.), ete»
Student Monroe* • marks, #60 on Page 69, ere missing
due to an unfortunate accident and his work was not node up.
Where marks are entered for two or three terms, the
first term 1 s mark averts on the le^t. In several eeeee there
are blank spaoea in the second and third columns of the sec-
ond and third term marks and these are duo to the student
leaving eohool and thorefore no mark was entered by the in*
atructor. In one or two o&aes where the student may have
entered school very late, no marks were recorded for the first
termj such as, student Shlnner, #65, on Page 69. In four
case a | two in 1936-36, Mies Crombie, #46, and Mies Gosselin,
#50, and two In 1936-37, 'ilea Jewett, #64, and 'iss
v
<etzrer,
•57, no marks were entered for theae co-eds in hygiene as
they did not take the course.
In 1936-36 student rioulton, #86, did not take the
ooursee in nygiene and Mathematics and hence no mnrks were
reoorded aa he wae rated as a special student and worked on
special assignments during those class periods.
From Tsbles No. XI, XII and XIII the median scoree
have been worked out for each term of each year in Vegetable
Gardening, General Agricultural Survey, the elective minor
subject of the three year pupllet namely, Floriculture, Smell
Fruit, Poultry and Small Animals and Academic subjects.
• 64
Sumnary of Tobias XX, XII and XIII Shoving Median Scores.
Vegetable ( enoral
Gardening Survey
Terms ""arms
X- 2- 3 X- 2- 5
AXX Students 01-70-88
Specie! Group 85-80-^5
Regular Group M#MI
All Students 84-80-86
Special Group 85-80-86
Regular Group !)2-79-85
All Students
Special Group
Regular Group
84-78-80
86-83-83
• 54-70-75
1934 - 35.
82-88-82
06-88-90
83-( i0-80
1935 - 30
85-80-80
85-80-84
86-80-76
1936 - 37
86-85- $2
85-86-06
86-88-80
Minor
Subject
Terms
1- 2- 3
30-80-81
80-86-86
80-80-81
81-85-90
84-^5-92
77-83-89
86-85-06
87-86-85
83-80-06
Academic
Subject*
Tcrus
1- 2- 3
75-76-80
78-^6-00
75-75-80
80-80-80
68-80-80
80-80-80
80-80-80
80-80-80
75-80-78
The above data shows that the BedInn scores of the
Special Croup of students for eeoh term of each year was as
high and in moat oases higher than for the regular group or
than for all students. These high median scores were the
results of summer project teaching.
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The Relative Placement* of the pedal and Rerular
Groups In the Amy Alpns tents. Veretuble Gardening and | eneral
Purvey are shown In Tables XIV-XXII * These graphe oomparw the
average boere ru tings of the Army Alpha teat vlth the average
first, aeoond and third term marka in Vegetable Gardening and
General Survey. The Special Group la designated in these
graphs by the red ink lines while the Regular Group are in
black ink line 8* liven though comparisons are being made between
aoores on the one hand and percent* on the other hand, the two
are in direct correlation and furnish the desired results.
In 1934-35 the Army Alpha testa for the firat,
second and third terms ahow the Regular Croup to be 6.1 point
a
above the Special Group* Even though the Army Alpha scores
are higher for the Regale* Group then for the Special Group,
the marks that the Special Group of nine pupil* place relative-
ly hifher in Vegetable Gardening and General Survey than do the
sixty-three or four regular students. The Special Group of
student* rated ••($, 2*&;> and 3.9f. higher than the Regular
Group for the first, second end third term*, reflectively in
Vegetable Gardening, In General Survey, the Special Group of
students rated 1.8#, 4«7# and 7.4?: higher than the Regular
Group for the first, second end third terms, respectively.
In 1056-36 the Speeial Group of atudents were 7,9
point* above the scores of the Regular Group for the fir«t,
second and third terms. The average scores of the Speoial
Group in Vegetal le Gardening ahow the Special Group of students
to rate 3«l£ and 13.8?' higher than the Regular Group for
the first, second and third terms, respectively* In General
Survey, the Special Group of students rated 1$, 8*2£ and 7.8£
• 90 -
higher than the Regular Group for the first, second and third
terme. respectively*
In lP56->37 the Special Group of students were It
pointa above the acorea of the Regular Groun for the first,
second and third toraa* The >pocial Group rated 4& 9 10^ and
2m8jZ higher than the Regular Group for the first , aecond and
third terms, respectively, in Vegetable Gardening* In General
Survey, the tfpec-al Group rated l*2^ f and 1*3% higher
than the Regular Oroup for the firnt. second and third terms
,
respectively*
Kert again, the results ahov that Suamer Project
Teaching aide the Special Group of students to secure higher
marks than the Regular Group*
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In ^ableu XXIlT-gL fyaphs show the comnerlBon of
.
mrks and effort received by each student in survey and a csdTi-
le subjocts fop the three and foar year students separately
for the first, second and third terms of the yecrs 1934-35,
1 36-30 and ln30-37, The marks of the Special Group of stu-
dents are expressed In red Ink both In Survey and /cedemie
subjects* The green Ink marks represent the Re ulsr Group In
survey subjects while the black Ink narks represent the Regular
Group In academic subjects.
The graphs as Bet up In these table b show how the
marks or ranks can be located from the rifht hand side of the
page and the ef art shown by the students alom the three
lines drawn vertically and marked EFFORT 1-2-3. The horizon-
tal line drawn at 70 aids the reader to note the comparison
of marks tost ere above passing*
The marks at the left hand side of each Kffort line
represent survey subjects while the marks on the right hsnd
side of each Effort line repre ent academic subjects. The
survey subjects Inolude marks in Vegetable Gardening, General
Survey and In the minor subject with the 2X, 2Y and 22 groups I
namely. Small Animals, Poultry* Sswll Fruit, or floriculture.
The academic subjects include all the other subjeets that the
first year students take.
Referring to Table Ho. XXI I, Pa;;* 111, you will note
in the Sffort I column lined up with rank of 0Q£V one red line
and five green lines on the left hand side; while on the right
hand side of the effort line there are five black lines and
five red lines. In other words, one special student and five
Rerular Students received marks of 90# in survey subjects,
- 109 -
while in academic subjects five Special and five Regular
students received storks of 90^.
In order to aid the reader in counting up any parti-
cular napks for rank and effort 9 they have beon checked off in
groups of ten as indicated by a line drawn beneath.
Harks lower than 50j£ were entered in the respective
effort column below the 60$ line level#
The taarka recorded by graphs show that the older
boys* generally speaking, are able to grasp their atudies a
little quicker and © little easier than the younger four year
group of boys. There are recorded only a few marks below the
passing line of 70j£ for the 2X f ©nd 22 groups. It will
also be noted that the storks of the Bpeeisl Group Improve
during the second and third terras quite generally
It should be remembered that relatively speaking,
only a few pupils were in the Special Group during the fire*
year of this study in 1934*55* The red lines do not show up
as prominently as they do for the next two yeara where more
pupils were in the Special croups.
If you were to analyse the marks shown below the
passing grade
,
you would find t*r t most of thoae marks wore
given to students because they showed an Indifferent attitude
towurd their work and failed to stake op the work they missed
when they wore absent from their classes*
A much smaller percentage of rat rks is recorded for
the Special Group of boys in the Kffort 2 and 3 columns than
is recorded for the Regular (roup of punils.
A slight tendency is noted for the marks in the
second term of each year of both groups of punila to spread
- 110 -
more* The work of the Pall or first term In the agricultural
elasoes Is lorcely on practice! work In the field where the
hoys are using their hands* Considerably more ticte Is npent
diring the second and third terms to book study* In Vocational
Education pupils learn more readily by doing end* therefore,
the marks as noted In this study strengthen this theory* There
Is some indication that a; rks improve during the third terms,
by which ticje the pupils have adapted themselves to our type
of training and are more able to respond.
From that's murks the writer prepared Table XLI
showing the marks of 90£ or higher secured by the Special
Group, as compered to the ftegulsr Group in agricultural and
academic subjects for three terms of their first year for
1934, 1936 and 1936.
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Table XLI shows the marks of 90^ or higher secured
by the Special uroup as compared with the Regular croup of
students in a fxcultural and academic subjects for three terms
of their first ye«*r, 1934-36, 1936-36 and 1938-37.
The light spaces represent the number of m* rks pos-
sible if all the students in e&ch group received 90^' or more
in all their agricultural or academic subjects durirtr the
first year of school. The red spaces represent the number or
percent of marks which the Special Croup received in their
agricultural or academic subjects. The dnrk spaces represent
the number or percent of storks which the Kegular Group received
in their agricultural or academic subjects.
It will be noted that the Special Group of students
received a much larger percent of mt rks of 90£> or more each
year in both their agricultural and academic subjects than
the Regular Group received during the corresponding period.
The results show that it made no difference as to the number
of eases considered in either the Special or Regular Group*
This substantiates more definitely the purpose of this study
by showing a * ree er number of hisrks of 90?? or more received
by the Special Group when the number of special students was
increased over the number of regular students.
There was a range of 5.2^ to 18.1^ difference be*
tween the Special Group and hegular Group of stu ents in the
agricultural subjects during any one ye* r, while in the acad-
emic subjeots the range was from .7# to 35.7$ in favor of the
Special Group of students*
• 190 -
A further study of all fetudents receiving aarka of
HC£' or more bringa out com© Interesting material. In 19:4-36 f
six students of tha Specie! Group received marks of 00^ or
store In both the agricultural and the acedemle subjects and
one student waa honored In the aoademic Column. Tho low rmy
Alpha acore of this Special Group was 65 , and the high aeore
was 11B* In the Tegular Group twenty-nine students received
narks of 90' or more In both the agricultural and the aeedeuie
subjeota and eight students were In one column"' or tho other*
The low Army Alpha aeore•* of the Regular Group waa 52 , and
the high acore vaa 157.
In 1935-36
,
twenty-two stu enta of the Special Group
received :v rka of 90;^ or nor© in both the agricultural and the
academic subjects and four atudenta were In one column or the
other* The low Anay Alpha acore of this Special Group waa 60,
and the high ac are was 137* In the Regular Group, twenty-twe
atudenta received aarka of 9($ or more in both the agricultural
and the academic subjects* and fourteen students wore in one
column or the other* The low Army Alnha score of the Regular
Group waa 42 and the high score waa 160*
In 1936-37, eighteen atudenta of the special Group
received marks of 90$ or more in both the agricultural and
the academe subjects f and eleven were in one column or the
other* Tho lew Any Alpha acore of this Special (roup was 63
•Footnote •> Colurm refers either to the agricultural subjects
or to the acedeoie subjects*
footnote - Array Alpha scares used above are for students in
each group having marks of 90£ or more in both
the agricultural subjects and the ac&demlc subjects
or to one or the other alone*
• 131 -
ami the high score was 159. In the Regular Group seven stu-
dents received oarks of 90>; or nore In both the agricultural
and the acadeuic aubjecta, and twelve students were in one
column or the other. The low /nay Alpha score of the Regular
Group vrna 54 and the high score wss 150.
The above data analyse l further ahowa that in 1934-36
seven Of the nine students in the I pedal Croup received marks
of M0 or more in both the agricultural and the acadeulc sub-
jects, or in one colurm or in the other. Theae seven students
received 77>; of a possible 10C<- total. In the Hegular Group
thirty-seven of the sixty-four students received 57# of e
possible 100# total.
In X93S-3G, twenty-aix of the thirty-two Spec isi
Students received 8l£ of a possible 100* total. In the Regu-
lar Croup thirty-six of the fifty-two students received G9& of
a possible, 100# total.
In r 36-37, twenty-nine of the thirty*s«ven Speelel
students received 78$ of a possible 10C# total. In the Regu-
lar Group nineteen of the thirty-three students received 57%
of a possible 100?? total.
These results show more clearly that Stumer Projeet
Torching helps first year students in Vocational Agriculture
to receive higher marks thsn students who do not receive sueh
opnox'tunlties.
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Table XLII shown the Age . Agricultural n^t^rm^
end Marks of ell students at the Arawam Hlnh School
. Agri-
culture1 Department for each yoer from 1930-3(3.
?he age of eaoh student is Bhown In this table along with
the Agricultural Background rating which was based on the
opportunity for experience, general practice end knowledge
that each boy hod at hone or on nearby feme.
The agricultural background ratings were:
good * 005'
fair • 70*
very little » 50"
none » below 60S
The index number ratings along with the letters in
columns, Agricultural effort end /icademic "forks, indicate the
effort of the student; (1) good, (2) fair, and (3) unsatis-
factory.
The survey mark included all agricultural study
other thsn the project study outlined for the regular first
year project work and study. The project mark was for the
regular outlined first year project study as covered by the
High School department program! i.e., 1930-31
, Poultryf
1931-32, Vegetable Gardening; 1938-53, Poultry! 1933-34,
Vegetable Gardening! 1934-35, Poultry; 1936-36, Vegetable
Gardening.
The murks furnished in the survey and project
subjects were for the first and second uemesters of each
year. The marks in the academic subjectsi English,
Biology, or General Science, and Physical iidueatlon were
furnished as one mark for the entire year's work*
• 134 -
An eY^luati on of the aartea follows;
A+ * 95-100 C+ » 75-79
A * 96 | t 70*75
A. x 89 C- - 69
B+ - 85-39 U - boloa 59
B * 30-85
B- » 79
In a few eases students either transferred from the
Agricultural Departnent to another courae of tudy In the
high School or left school ana such was recorded In the
mark columns as gut.
A (#) after a student 1 a nejM indicates an upper
classman who was entered with similar assignments aa the
remainder of the group he was iiu
From Table XLII the median scores have been worked
out in the project, survey and aoadaaio subjects each yeer
for all students and for the special and Re nilar iroupo from
1930 - 1936*
In 193D-31 the median score for all students in
the project subject of poultry was 78 the first term and 79
for the second term* The median score for the Special Group
was 80 for both the firat and the second terns. The median
score for the Regular Group was 70 the first terra and 75 for
the oecond t^rm.
In the survey subject the median score for all
students for both terms was 70* The median score for the
opeeiaX Group was 80 for both terms* The Regular Group had
70 for their median score for both
- 155 -
In the academic subjects the median score for all
students f Including the Special croup and the Regular Group
waa 76* In 1151*32 the median score for all students in the
prelect subject of Vegetable Gardening was AO for both torrae*
The median score for the Specie! Group was 30 for both the
first and the second terns* The median score for the Regular
Group waa 70 for the first torn and 75 for the second torsi*
In the survey subject the median scol*e for all
students for both terms was 75* The median score for the
Special Group was 76 the first term and 79 for the second
tora# The Regular Group had 70 for their median score for
the first term and for the second terra.
In the academic subjects the median score for all
students, the Special Croup and the Remlar Group was 75.
In 1938*58 the n*v?ian score for all students in
the project subject of poultry was 69 for both terms* The
median score for the ftpee i til Croup w^s 75 the first term and
70 for the second term* The median score for the Regular
Croup was 69 for both the firnt and second terms*
In the survey subject the median score for all etu«*
dents wo s Q9 for both terms* ^e median score for the Speeial
Group was 76 the first term and ?0 for the second term* The
Regular Croup had 69 for their median score for both the first
and second terms*
In the academic subjects the nwdien score for all
students, the Speeial Group and the Regular Group waa 75*
In 1 33-54 the mad 1an score for all students in the project
subject of Vegetable Gardening was 69 the first term and 70
for the second term* The atedien score for the Special Group
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was 70 the first term end 75 for the second term. The median
score for the Regular Group wee 69 for both the first and
second terns.
In the survey subject the median score for all
students was 69 the first term and 70 for the second torn*
The median score for the Special Group was 70 the fin t term
and 76 for the second torsi. The Regular Group had 69 for
their median score for both terms.
In the academic subjects the median score for all
students, the Special Group and the Regular Group* was 76.
In 1934-35 the median score for all students in
the project subject of Poultry vas 79 the first term and 75
for the second term. The median score for the Special Croup
«as 80 the first term and 79 for the aecond term. The median
score for the Regular Group vas 70 the first term and 69 for
the second term*
In the survey subject the median score for all
students was 76 the first term and 79 for the second term.
The median score for the special Group vas 80 the first term
and 79 for the second tern. The Regular Group had 69 the
first term and 60 for the second term for their median scores.
In the academic subjects the median score for all
students | the special Group and the Keguler Group vas 75*
In 1936-36 the median score for all students in
the project subject of Vegetable Gardeninr 76 the first
term and 70 for the second tern. The median score for the
Special Group was 79 the first term and 70 for the second
tern. The median sowe for the Regular Group vas 69 for both
the flrnt and second terms.
In the survey subject the median score for ell
students ves 75 the first term end 70 for t" e ee^rv term.
The wefiten score for the Sreeiel iroup ves 78 the first
term end 7u for the second term* The Regular aroup hed 69
for both the first end second terms for their median scores.
in the academic subjects the median score for ell
students, the Specie! -roup end the Regular ;roup, ves 75.
The results fror t o a" ove data shew that the
Special 3roup made higher median scores than either the
Regular aroup or ell entering students taken ee a single
group, except in a very fev Instances in vhieh the scores
vera the sane. The shoving of the Special Group can logi-
cally te attributed to rum er i reject Teaching since this
vas the only eovroon free factor in the set-up.
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In Table XL!II the graph shows the eomparleon of
marke and effort shown by ell students in agriculture and
academic aubjecta at the A^awam High School
.
Agricultural
Department, for the fir at and second semesters of each yeer
from 1930-51 through 1935-36* The aurvey and academic marks
of the special Group are expressed In red Ink. The green Ink
marke represent the Regular Group In aurvey aubjecta while
the black Ink marks represent the Regular Group In academic
aubjecta*
The graph aa aet up enables the reader to locate
marks or ranks from the right hand aide of the page and the
effort shown by the atudenta along the vertical llnea narked
effort 1*2*3* The horizontal line drawn at 00 aids the reader
to note the comparison of marke that are above passing*
The marke at the left hand aide of each effort line
represent the project and aurvey subjects while the marks on
the right hand aide of eaeh effort line represent the academ-
ic eubjeots*
In evaluating a (C) rating from the previous table.
No. XLII, 78$ was used, and an incomplete (Ine) waa recorded
aa 60$ • The lowest paaelng mark at the Agawam School waa 69£»
The r suits as presented in Table XLXII for the six
years at the Agawam High oohool ehow that no marks higher
than 90# were received by any regular pupil while 28 marks
ovwr 80?S were received by the Special Group of students and
all wore in agricultural subjects. The Special Students alee
received higher marks generally in their academic subjects.
Only one (1) mtrk was recorded below passing of a special Stu-
dent and that waa in an academic subject*
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Chapter IV
*
Summary* Conclusions and Su stations .
Thla study at the Eases County Agricultural School
which was undartakan to ahov whether tha quality of work by
firet-year students In Vocational Agricultural Schools wae
highar whan summer project teacM^.; eras carried on prior to
entering a claaa for instruction, seews to substantiate tha
following conclusions
t
It A comparison of results covering tha three years shows
that tha Special Croup received more starke of tof> or above,
In proportion to their numbers in both agricultural and
academic subjects, than did tha Regular Group*
2* Tha marks of tha Special Group were higher than those
of tha Regular 3roup in vegetable gardening and general survey
for each term tha study was carried during tha three years*
3 t Tha Special 9roup had a smaller numl.er of narks below
passing gwada and marks indicating lower effort than the
Regular 3roup for each term of each of tha three years* This
indicated that they wore mora interested and responded to
their work better from the summer project contoct,
4* Tha zgedlan scores made by tha Special Jroup in all
agricultural and acaderic subjects were higher than the scores
made by tha Regular Group or all students considered together
with a few exceptions in which they were tha sere,
6* The average of the Special Group of pupils was highar
in most eases in the Fent-Shekow, the Army Alpha and the Agrl-
cultural Identification tests* The exceptions to the stove
statement are found In tha Army Alpha tests of 1934-S5 and
- 148 -
If£5*56, end in the Kent*3hekow teete of 1935-86*
The results for the tlx yeara of study at the Agewira
High School show definitely corresponding results as brought
out in the Essex County study and are summarised under numbers
8, 5 end 4 g pege 147*
The writer tel Levee t rt In -eneral such a program
of pre-co?\tectln£ as Is considered in this study would prove
profitable for the majority of vocational agricultural stu-
ents in their work for the first year, by giving then e start
in right methods of relating their study in school to the
practical work outdoors. Be thinks also, that it would prove
valuable in discovering students who could end who could not
profit by thie kind of study*
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pro- rejec t tudentc* Auestlon.;airo
How many answers to thase questions do you know?
1. what constitutsa an acre of land? If a field is in the form of
a square, what are the approximate dimensions?
Visualise an sors of land and when you look at different fields
estimate their slsss.
2» When you observe a potato or tomato plant growing, do you note
anything wrong with ths leaves?
that might the trouble be and how could you prevent any further
damage?
3. Remove a olover, bean, pea or alfalfa plant carefully and observe
the roots, do you find any small balls on the roots?
Do all plants have these? What Is ths object of these swslllngs?
Is it to your advantage to grot? any of these crops? Explain.
4. How do you understand that plants grow? How do you add plant
food to the soil? How do rains hslp plant growth? shat part
doss «unlight play In the growth of plants?
5* Do all plants havs ths same kind of blossoms? After observing
blossoms of diffsrsnt kinds of slants, do you find that all
blossoms produce fruit? Take for example, squash or suke
blossom as compared to a tomato blossom?
6. observs a cornstalk, do you find any blossoms? what is ths
object of ths silk on ths ears? What do you think Is ths reason
of some kernel e on the cobs not being developed?
7* hen you enter a corn patoh, what is ths first indication that
corn borsr is prsaent?
How can you materially reduce the damage from oorn borers?
8. How many different breeds of poultry can you Identify?
vhat is ths difisrenoe between utility and sxhibltlon birds?
fcmat does "egg production" raean to you;
9* How many diffsrsnt breeds of sows can you identify?
vhat butterfat test should ths milk mset that you drink?
what does that mean to you?
10. How are plants reproduced? In what ways has nature aided the
elements to transport some osods at quite soms distance, - each
as ths dandelion, milkweed, maple tree, etc.
Item I.
- i
-
XI. flow can you toll the difference between soft and hard wood
trees? What Is tho dlfforonoe between on annual, biennial , and
perennial? Illuotrato eaoh group of pi onto?
12. How many different kinds of plows, harrows, and oultivatoro oaa
you Identify?
What agrloultural Implement companies manufacture theee tools?
13. Prom which side of a horee do you generally harness, or on
whioh eldo do you walk?
Ik* what la capillary action? Illustrate several typical examples
In agriculture
v
15. what Is the dlfforonoe between 1assets and diseases?
How do you oontrol them?
16. hat Is rotation of crops? succession crops? Intercrops
Companion crops?
17. ;that Is Agriculture , horticulture, Animal Husbandry?
13. do you know what the following ars: - silo, brooder stove,
greenhouse, Incubator, a sow, a rooster, a heifer?
15* Itera II.
:j C I t K C E PROJECT ft U £ TIOKNAIRF
Directions
X. Read «ach section carefully.
2« How to use your pencil*
a. cross out the undeairei word.
b. Fill In any indicated blank spaces.
3. Don*t skip any questions.
Before neoelTlng ?heae Aaal^naents
Plant
Trees puds Insects Disease s Growth
previously studied 70S NO Yes No Too Mo 70s no 700 no
Coll eotions made Toe No Toe no Toe No Too No Too No
sere you interested in Too No Too No Too No 700 m Too No
Ho* many could you
recognize ( ) < ) { ) < ) <«—
>
- 154 Item II.
hllo Doing Thoeo .salgnaanta
KooolYed help froaj Tree a cede Inaeota plaoaaoa y«Qrooth
Parser ^^^^ .
Check In Friend nil . , „
propar Family mmmmmmm^mmmmm^m^mmmMm^^
Square ;tranger
.,,
Books
n ii ,
.
Most of material a ware ;
Check in Closa by -
proper short dlatanoe
square Farafrom home
In Matting collection I had ^Tf S«£*§.
Considerable difficulty
f |||tr
. lr l -Jf - - l -~
sen* difficulty
-
»«»»^-^«^----^------
Little difficulty
JHE2. Ml Interested 3Yco» v«-do Inaeota aloeaaoe Fgrowth
YOS NO Y«a No Yes NO Yoe NO Yea o
Houro spent on
asalgment fill > * ' * *
hloh vera harder to
find?
(tfae ohaok aark) — ( ) ( ) —
In doing the plant Growth Greenhouse irohard Straw. bad. Garden
project where did jrou visit? Toe no Yoe No Yea No Yee No
< 2 )
- 155 - Item II,
mm. zum ims. smsamsm
Did your into reat tree a w^edo Inooots D locaaea P» Growth
deck in Increase?
,,
..
,
*
proper oeoreaoe?
mm^mm^mmmimm^mmmm^^
square .ie.-aiii an-
'
changed
Che k ;eli dona?
—
proper satisfac-
torily dona? _ . . - . . -L-
•ouare roorly doiio?
n i
X would like to oake a larger oollaotlon of leaveo. Yaa
I would Ilka to make a wood oollaotlon* Yaa No
X would like to sake a larger oollaotlon of weeda. Tee No
1 would like to make a collection of weed aeede* Tee No
2 would be lntereeted tn etudy of weed hablte and
control raethods. Tee NO
I would like to Make a collection of ineecta. Too No
I would like to make a collection of diseases. Too No
X would like to make observational notes on insect
damage* Yee NO
Z would like to oake observational notes on dieease
daoace • Too No
I would like to make a collection of oxamploa of
propagation netnode, TOO NO
< 3 )
• IS* • Item II.
Cheok where you were when you worked on these:
Tree a gfjjg inmecta Dlmemoes p. growth
Away working
Ul r - .i.irrf - i in' .» r i'
;
"
,x
—
A*my on vacation
_
At home ^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^ —
During the month of Auguet I wee employed on en average of
( ) hours each week*
^heok your reaeone for e«tn project you didn't do.
Trees ;';ocda Inseete pleeaeee P.Qroeth
Hot intere sued *mim*m****i*** —
Too dlffloult
111
Couldn't &et help - ,,,„,,„ inml N nun, , pH---
Didn't think neceeoary
Didn't &et seslmamsnt at ell
Didn't get ae~l&n. till too late
on vernation ^ „ rj „ , Jf |1Tr -
no time
ihock why you did eaoh project ;
Real tniereet
parente • deelre
Help me to get Into echoo
I have worked on a farm (yee) (no) Hem long (
I have raised vegetable* mi fcmme (yee) (no).
KSJaS
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£imx County Agricultural school
Agricultural Background
Date
Ttern IIlU)
OlrcotloaB i place the number of the part euioh makes the beet aneeer
to the statsaent In the box at the end of the etateaent.
Exaaple ; Butter is sold by the Box, Barrel , pound. PT1
(1) (2) (3) ^
1. New mown hay la turned over with a HARROT, BINDS! t TUHMBU
2. A young male chicken ia called a PULLET, HER, COCKEREL.
3. Land ueed for starting young plants ia called a GARDEN,
FIELD, NURSERY.
*> soil ie turned over with a HARROW, CULTIVATOR , PLOW.
1. cattle grace together in FLOCKS, HERDS, DROVES*
2. sheep go together In PAIRS, FLOCK3, HERDS*
3. Harneee le saade of ROPE, LEATHER , CLOTH*
4* A alio is ueed for storing GRAIN, HAT, ENSILAGE*
1* Eggs are sold by the POUND, DOZEN, BOX.
te Hay is measured by the YARD, CORD, TON.
3. Potatoes are sold by the BASKET, CRATE, BUSHEL*
4* StIlk sells for twelve cents a POUND, PINT, QUART.
1* A male sheep ie called a SOW, 8*1* RAN*
2. a female pig Is called a HOG, SOS, DOE*
3. | colt Is a young MULE, PONY, HORSE*
k' A heifer is a young HORSE, COW, DEER.
1. Mutton comes from pig, sheep, cow*
2* saeon coaee from PIG, >HEEP» COW*
3* Beef esses from pig*. SHEEP, cow*
if. Lamb comee from PIG, SHEEP, COW*
- 158 - Item 111(b)
Agricultural Identification Tests
no* many of the bo ploutrea of animals
8. can yoa idontifvf
the pictures Included the followingi
Shropshire
Cheviot
6. Hampshire
Southdown
ca
Pereheron
9. Belgian
10. Clydesdale
11. Chester White
12* Duroc-Jersey
13* Berkshire
* AWw Taunrorth
*©• Devon
16. Milk Shorthorn
Mi
Hereford
Wi Beef Shorthorn
19 • Aberdeen Angus
Guernsey
Ml81* Ayrshire
22 • Jersey
23. Hoistein
84. Saanen
25. Togg*nburg
Anglo Nubian
Chinchilla
Flemish Oisnt
- 139 - iten rri(o)
Agricultural Identification Teat*
Crop*
How many of these crops can
you identify?
2.
3*
4.
8.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12,
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
^he llat included!
Timothy
Oata
Alfalfa
Red Clover
Soybeans
White Clover
Huokwheat
Vetoh
White Sweet Clover
Red Top
Japanese Millet
Dent Corn
Flint Com
Hungarian
Alsike
2.
3*
4.
6.
6»
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 •
IS*
13.
14.
16 •
16.
17,
IS*
19.
20,
- 160 - Item III.(a)
Agricultural Identification Taste
Flowers
! How tieny of thoso flowers can
you identify?
The list included
t
Verbena
Zinnia
Marigold
Blue Salvia
China Aater
Carina
Geranium
Calendula
Balsam
Salvia
Ivy Geranium
Ageretum
Cosmos
Petunia
Colons
Birdsneat Fern
Christmas Cactus
l/aac Begonia
Nasturtium
strawflower
Total
13.
14.
la.
17.
19.
20.
- 161 - Itam Iii(e)
Agricultural Identification Tar*
Vogeta, lea and Pruit
1. rrnam wany of theoe veretahlea
g. and fruit can you Identify?
3# *W»a ll»t Included!
"
A Kale4.
*•
6.
7 Spinach
e #
Celery
g# squaeh
10# Lettuce
11. P«pcer
12 , Cauliflower
Poranip
Carrot
Baldwin
15, Melntoeh
Bartlett
18 , Crabappia
Poach
Plum
Oravenateln
li^ore
"oore Early
Total *.
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Agricultural Identification Test
Poultry
Item iri(f)
1. How many of these pictures of
2.
Poultry can you identify?
The pictures included
i
4*
Bronse Turkey
5«
ulgrit nrahmo
o# v/hite V/yandotte
Barred Plymouth Rock
a.
Koven Duck
9* Buff Cochin
10. Single Comb Red (R.i.)
Hi Single Spangled Hamburg
12* Buff Orpington
13. P««rl Ouln#«
14. Buff Plymouth Rock
16. Ancona
16. Pekin Duek
17. lftVl Rot. Turkey
18. Buff V7yandotte
19. C. White Leghorn
20. Bluok Langahan£
White Plymouth Rook
• 163 - Item III(«)
Agricultural Identification Teste
Shrubs
It How many of these ehrube can
you Identify?
2, »•*•«« m m m -
The list Included!
3m Mulberry
4 *
6. "ock Orange
?• Lilac
B. Berberry
0. Arborvitao
10, Hollyhock
11* Foxglove
*
12, Larkspur
IS* Coreopsis
14. Phlox
lft* Willow
16* Peony
Privet
18. Wisteria
19m Bridal Wreath
SO. Butterfly Bush
Hydrangea
Japanese Quince
- 1«4 - Item III(.h)
Agricultural Identification Teste
Toole
Is How many of these tools can
you identify?
2« • «. e> e> • e * - - # #> - -
3* The list Included!
4. Dividers
&• Beg Candler
Is Asparagus Duneher
Asparagus Knife
f} » !>• B» Sereper
Duster
10- Grub Ho©
tts aseltlne Weeder
12. Spading Fork
13« Expansive Bit
MU Pruning Shears
15* ' orvow
16. j6ek Plane
I7 * Haekeew
IB. Milk Pail
19
• Cross Cut Saw
80
• Stillson Wrench
Cultivator
Zee Plek
Cold Chisel
- 165 - Item III(.l)
Agricultural Identifies- ion Teats
Trees
1.
8.
3.
4.
ft*
6«
e.
9.
10.
XI e
18.
13.
14.
lft.
1G.
17.
la.
io#
80.
Total
How Many of these trees can
you identify?
The list included t
Red Oak
Red Cedar
Gray Birch
Spruce
Black Cherry
PIP
Sugar Maple
White Pine
White Oak
{led ?!aple
willow
El*
Horse Cheotnut
Red Pine
Elderberry
Alder
Locust
Hemlock
- 166 - Item III(J)
Agricultural Idontifloation Testa
• oo- 11
1« Haw many of these weeds
2m
oen you identify?
The list itr luded*
mm
3*
Cinquefoll
Fell DandelionM
Uisturd
li
SorrellU
Mallow
Witch Oross
Yarrow
10,
IX*
£ihepard*s .Purse
12.
Horse Tell
13.
Retire«d
14.
Foxtail
16.
Tanaey
Wild Carrot
Hi
47 i
Pingergraea
IB.
Plantain
Lambs Quarter
Purslane
20.
ellow wood sorrel
21.
2 >.
Hotter and feigns
Doorweed
24. Red Root
26. Smart Weed
Pepner rase
straw Colored Cypento
Total Chiekweed
- 167 • item Ill(k)
Agricultural Identification Testa
PLANT GROWTH AND PKSTS
Identify the peolmena on Display
Disease* Inaecta Specimens used
it o.
2. 7.
3. 8*
4. 0,
5. 10,
1. Phlox Mildew
8« Apole ^cab
3* Hollyhock Rust
4* Tomato Nlossom End Hot
5. Con Smut
«. Mexican Been Beetle
7. Corn Borer
8* Plant Anhlds
*U Cabbage Worm
~lo. Squash r>ug
Underline the Correct frord or Fill in
11. Hordeaux prepar* tlone ere used to control (cabbage worms)(plant lice) (blights).
12. Arsenate poisons are used to control (plant lice) (corn smut)(squash bog) (Mexican eon Beetle)*
13. Black Leaf
-40 is used to control (apple cocb) (corn borer)(mildew) (ephlds).
14. All Insects huve ( ) lero.
15. strawberries are propagated by (seed) (runners) (cuttings).
16. After a tree has bean girdled it can be saved by
a. Planting a new tree.
b* Using bark to patch the destroyed areas,
c. Using young twigs to form a bridge,
a* By grafting on a new top.
17. We graft on to seedling anples eo that
£ # 3!h?*frillt b« Prod»e«d more quickly.b. Me » 11 be sure to produce the right vtriety.
c. Insects and diseanee will be controlled sore easily.d. ees can make better honey.
18. The florist propagates geranluaa by (runners) (seed)(cuttings).
19. Plants growing in the dark are (blackish) (green) (yellow).
20. It isn»t necessary to fertilise our forests beoauoe:
a. /bout everything is eventually returned to the soil,
o. haln wator wauhos in the neceaaarv fertllisero.
c. Large wild animals leave their mmure.
d. roes do not need fertiliser.
— vv oouwoi mi- yy tiia \j. xx. oiwmng i_/0.
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With your pencil make a dot over any one of these letters
F G H I J, and a comma after the longest of these three
words: boy mother girl Then, if Christmas comes in March,
make a cross right here but if not, pass along to the next
question, and tell where the sun rises If you
believe that Edison discovered America, cross out what you
just wrote, but if it was some one else, put in a number to
complete this sentence: "A horse has feet" Write yes,
no matter whether China is in Africa or not ; and
then give a wrong answer to this question: "How many days
are there in the week?" Write any letter except g just
after this comma, and then write no if 2 times 5 are 10
Now, if Tuesday comes after Monday, make two crosses
here ; but if not, make a circle here or else a square
here Be sure to make three crosses between these
two names of boys : George Henry. Notice these
two numbers: 3, 5. If iron is heavier than water, write
the larger number here but if iron is lighter write the
smaller number here Show by a cross when the
nights are longer: in summer?. in winter? Give
the correct answer to this question: "Does water run uphill?"
and repeat your answer here Do nothing
here (5+7= ), unless you skipped the preceding
question; but write the first letter of your first name and the
last letter of your last name at the ends of this line:
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Name
Draw a line under the word that makes the sentence true,
Mark just one word in each line.
bug cloud metal treeSample : Maple is a kind of
America was discovered by Balboa
A receiver is a part of a chair
Thunder usually comes with hail
Cheese comes from milk
A radiator is a part of a chest
Thanksgiving comes in April
The number of inches in a foot is 9
Bears live in dens
The sun rises in the north
Leather is obtained from birds
Chicago is in Illinois
A swan is like a pigeon
Paris is a city in Germany
A wolf is a kind of a cat cow
Cabot Columbus DeSoto
painting piano telephone
sunshine lightning snow
The iris is a part of the foot
Jerusalem is in Austria
Copperhead is a kind of bird
Bricks are made of clay
Primaries are connected with baseball
Pasteur is the name of a merchant
nuts vegetables eggs
desk roof automobile
February November December
100
houses kennels
west east
fishes trees
Ohio Vermont
goose quail
Italy Russia
dog
eye hand nose
India Kamchatka Palestine
coin snake turtle
stone tar wood
elections farming
musician priest
12 36
dugouts
south
animals
California
pheasant
France
lynx
Gunpowder was invented by Americans Europeans Chinese
Chess is played on a court board gridiron links
glasswork
scientist
Indians
The Merchant of Venice"
was written by Shakespeare
When it is summer here
it is winter in China
Scott Spenser Schiller
Turkey Australia Siberia
The law of gravitation _ . -o„^«
was discovered by Aristotle Newton Copernicus Bacon
31-B—Sim. K-S
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Draw a line under the word that makes the sentence true.
Mark just one word in each line.
pie: Quiet means most like noisy quite still talkative
Warm means most like bake hot nice snow
Afraid means most like..... ..... courage defray emotion fearful
Sickness means most like doctor health illness kindness
Begin means most like commence desist erase stop
Sleep means most like awake bed lull slumber
Old means most like beard gray ancient youth
Often means most like after frequent never times
Polite means most like courteous elite gentleman sulky
Wisdom means most like ages knowledge ignorance kingdom
Alert means most like
. . desert drowsy eyesight keen
Frank means most like candid cranky taciturn zealous
Sly means most like slip spy stealthy straight
Eminent means most like cellar illustrious imminent unknown
Recline means most like decline hermit move rest
Contend means most like content struggle peace tender
Help means most like hinder house problem assist
Pretty means most like face ugly handsome lady
Sharp means most like edged cut dull razor
Stiff means most like pliable unyielding stand tiff
Failure means most like attempt life success defeat
Gentle means most like dental rough mild right
Broad means most like short narrow heavy wide
Cruel means most like ruthless duel humane true
Surly means most like curly genial crusty sure
Nomad means most like monad wanderer nominal settled
Command means most like order officer commend obey
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Draw a line under the word that makes the sentence true,
Mark just one word in each line.
jple: A man always has food glasses head shoes
boats fishes logs water
ball fur kittens ribbon
roof fireplace paint porch
bells horses runners ropes
kennel master license nose
leaves roots fruit nuts
cupboard mirror table floor
cushions speedometer wheels windows
books chairs magazines tables
buttons sole laces lining
coal wood heat paper
legs poison rattles skin
birds brooks height grass
cover sides hinges nails
pupils blackboards desks maps
bricks opening ivy smoke
hinges knocker lock top
plants flowers vegetables weeds
sail engine stern anchor
fishes contents sand fence
speckles spines stomach
oars keel bottom rudder
knots grain pitch bark
mate cubs prey spots
cavity fissures pools darkness
lock handles weight strap
- 173 -
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In each line mark the one that is most different from the others.
Mark just one word in each line.
Samples apple carrot peach pear.
bitter sour sweet white.
1. breakfast dinner grapefruit supper
2. bedroom kitchen parlor stage
3. geography reading school spelling
4. camera flute piano violin
5. COW dog sheep tiger
6. box drawer field room
7. T jinrnln Pershing Washington Wilson
8. beer grapejuice lemonade orangeade
9. bread candy meat potatoes
10. hoots shoes slippers stockings
11. icdfind lake river sea
12. linn jump skip walk
13. 1am rrlong loud short tall
14. mouse rabbit rat worm
15. book letter magazine newspaper
16. bricks concrete shingles window
17. cry shout whisper yell
18. bencn chair sofa table
19. bag basket handle valise
20. recline rest sleep work
21. duck goose hen swan
22. chimney fire smokestack stovepipe
23. canary lark oriole robin
24. coal paper steel wood
25. Boston Florida Maine Ohio
26. forest grove tree woods
V9i-~ , ^^igui, lyoji, oy i,. n. stoelting Co.
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Name
Find the answers as quickly as you can, and write them on the dotted lines.
1. If a car travels 30 miles in an hour, how many miles does it
travel in one-half hour?
2. If you buy 4 notebooks at 5 cents each and give the clerk
a half-dollar, how much change do you get?
3. If a gallon of gas lasts for 10 miles, how many gallons would
be used on a 200-mile trip?
4. If 8 boys club together and pay 2 dollars for the use of a
room, how much should each pay?
5. A boat has 50 staterooms, each having 2 berths. If 80 berths
are taken, how many berths are left unused?
6. If a single trip cost $1.50 and a round trip $2.50, how much
is saved by taking a round trip ticket instead of two singles?.
7. In a class of 32 members, there are 2 visitors and a teacher.
If 5 students are absent, how many persons in the room?
8. A girl had 75 cents. If she bought 6 oranges at 50 cents per
dozen, how much money did she have left?
9. If there are 4 sausages to a pound, and you are to feed 4
people who can eat 3 sausages apiece, how many pounds
would you buy?
10. If 2 pencils cost 5 cents, how much will 10 pencils cost?
11. If a man walks 4 miles an hour, how long will it take him to
walk 7 miles?
12. If a boy saves 10 dollars each month, how much will he save
in 2 years?
13. A movie theatre is open from 11 in the morning until 11 at
night. If each performance lasts 2 hours, how many are
given in a day?
14. If 2 yards of cloth cost 50 cents, how much will 5 yards cost?..
15. In a 150-page magazine, pages 31 to 40 are cut out. How
many pages remain?
16. If there are 50 nails to a pound and the empty keg weighs 10
pounds, how many nails in a keg weighing 110 pounds?
i
jl-F—Sen-K-S Copyright, 1931. by C. H. Stoeltinsr Co.
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«ne Only one word in each space.
Apples grow trees.
A squash larger a potato.
The dog chased the
,
and the cat up a
Hens lay ,and we them.
Ice .....in summer, and freezes in winter.
Stoves made iron, tables are of
,
and are made of glass.
A broom is for the floor.
, Automobile are of rubber, filled air.
Most of us to bed at and get in the
; but people who at night
have to in the daytime.
I
If we downstairs rapidly in the , we
likely to
A cube has sides and eight
It a sultry day July. Suddenly the begins
to blow, a burst of is heard. A woman
is wheeling a carriage walks as as
she can, so as to get before it begins to
Form 7
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TEST 2
Get the answers to these examples as quickly as you can.
Use the side of this page to figure on if you need to.
( 1 How many are 5 men and 10 men? Answer
SAMPLES I 2 If you walk 4 miles an hour for 3 hours, how far do
(. you walk? Answer
1 How many are 50 tents and 8 tents?
. . .Answer
2 If you save $5 a month for 7 months, how much will you
save? Answer
3 If 40 men are divided into squads of 8, how many squads will
there be? Answer
4 Mike had 12 cigars. He bought 2 more and then smoked 7. How
many cigars did he have left? Answer
5 A company advanced 7 miles and retreated 2 miles. How far was
it then from its first position? Answer
6 How many hours will it take a truck to go 65 miles at the rate of 5
miles an hour? Answer
7 How many pencils can you buy for 30 cents at the rate of 2 for 5
cents? Answer
8 A regiment marched 40 miles in five days. The first day they
marched 9 miles, the second day 6 miles, the third 10 miles,
the fourth 11 miles. How many miles did they march the last
day? Answer
9 If you buy 2 packages of tobacco at 7 cents each and a pipe
for 55 cents, how much change should you get from a two-
dollar bill? Answer
10 If it takes 7 men 2 days to dig a 140-foot drain, how many men
are needed to dig it in half a day? Answer
11 A dealer bought some mules for $1,000. He sold them for $1,200,
making $20 on each mule. How many mules were there? . . . .Answer
12 A rectangular bin holds 300 cubic feet of lime. If the bin is 10
feel long and 5 feet wide, how deep is it? Answer
13 A recruit spent one-eighth of his spare change for post cards and
four times as much for a box of letter paper, and then had 30 cents
left. How much money did he have at first? Answer
14 If 41/2 tons of clover cost $36, what will 2i/2 tons cost? .... .Answer
15 A ship has provisions to last her crew of 800 men 4 months. How
long would it last 1,200 men? Answer
16 If a train goes 150 yards in 10 seconds, how many feet does it go
in a fifth of a second? Answer
17 A U-boat goes 10 miles an hour under water and 20 miles an hour
on the surface. How long will it take to cross a 100-mile channel
if it has to go one-fifth of the way under water? Answer
18 If 341 squads of men are to dig 6,138 yards of trench, how many
yards must be dug by each squad? Answer
19 A certain division contains 4,000 artillery, 15,000 infantry, and
1,000 cavalry. If each branch is expanded proportionately
until there are in all 22,000 men, how many will be added to the
artillery? Answer
20 A commission house which had already supplied 1,897 barrels of
apples to a cantonment delivered the remainder of its stock to 27
mess halls. Of this remainder each mess hall received 56 barrels.
What was the total number of barrels supplied? Answer
15
12
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TEST 3
This is a test of common sense. Below are sixteen questions. Three answers are given to each
question. You are to look at the answers carefully; then make a cross in the square before the best
nnswer to each question, as in the sample:
SAMPLE
Why do we use stoves? Because
they look well
|x] they keep us warm
they are black
Here the second answer is the best one and is marked with a cross,
until time is called.
Begin with No. 1 and keep on
Why are chairs made of wood? Because
wood is cheap and light
wood burns
wood is easily broken
If a person asks you for something you do not
have
tell him to mind his business
say you don't have it
walk away
If it rains when you are starting to go for the
doctor, what should you do?
stay at home
take an umbrella
wait until it stops raining
danger of sunstroke whatIf you are in
should you do?
take off your shoes
run to the hospital
get in the shade or wet your head
If you find a man who has hanged himself,
you should
send a notice to the paper
take him home
call a doctor or the police
Why is tennis good exercise? Because
it calls for vigorous movement
it demands clear eyes
it is very exciting
If while on the march you get bitten by a
rattlesnake, you should
kill the snake
suck the poison from the wound
P run back to camp and get some whiskey
If you are hurrying in an auto to catch a train
and come to a broken bridge, what should
you do?
go around and try another road
take off your clothes and swim across
hire a horse and ride across
(Go to No 9 above)
9 Why do some people think that short men
should be admitted to the army? Because
usefulness does not depend on height
they want to enlist
they are more intelligent than tall men
10 If you find a lost 2-year-old baby on a city
street, what should you do?
ask him where he lives and take him there
if he is a nice child take him home and
keep him
ask the police to help you or leave him
with them
11 Electric lights, are better than gas lights be-
cause electricity
makes a white light
is safer and more convenient
is cheaper
12 Why is a check better than real money?
Because
checks are cleaner than bills
you can have all the money you need by
writing checks
checks are safer and more convenient
13 Five P. M. is the rush hour on street cars
because
work people are going home at that hour
so many people live in the suburbs
street cars are the best cheap means of
transportation
14 Why should people not waste food in time of
war?
we could eat less and not starve
food is scarce in wartime
food costs money
15 You should not give money to beggars on the
street because
it makes it hard for the beggars to get
work
it takes away the work of organized
charities
it encourages living off others
16 A country should have many railroads, be-
cause
they decrease the price of food materials
they make it easy to travel and carry
goods
they are good for the steel business
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TEST 4
If the two words of a pair mean the same or nearly the same, draw a
line under same. If they mean the opposite or nearly the opposite, draw a
line under opposite. If you cannot be sure, guess. The two samples are
already marked as they should be.
SAMPLES
good—bad same
—
opposite
little—small same—opposite
1 white—black same—opposite 1
2 cry—laugh same—opposite 2
3 flat—level same—opposite 3
4 heaven—hell .same—opposite 4
5 accept—take same—opposite 5
6 slim—slender same—opposite 6
7 asleep—awake same—opposite 7
8 comfort—console same—opposite 8
9 pigmy—dwarf same—opposite 9
10 beg—entreat same—opposite 10
11 concede—deny same—opposite 11
12 cautious—heedless ; . . .same—opposite 12
13 congregate—assemble same—opposite 13
14 contradict—confirm same—opposite 14
15 appeal—beseech same—opposite 15
16 legible—readable same—opposite 16
17 amiable—surly same—opposite 17
18 cleave—split same—opposite 18
19 convoke—dismiss same—opposite 19
20 docile—refractory same—opposite 20
21 dearth—scarcity same—opposite 21
22 besmirch—cleanse same—opposite 22
23 hoax—deception same—opposite 23
24 colleague—adversary same—opposite 24
25 irksome—refreshing same—opposite 25
26 lucrative
—
profitable same—opposite 26
27 momentous—immaterial same—opposite 27
28 contingent—dependent same—opposite 28
29 indict—arraign same—opposite 29
30 prefix—append same—opposite 30
31 essential—fundamental same—opposite 31
32 ligature—band same—opposite 32
33 myopia—hyperopia same—opposite 33
34 motile—sessile same—opposite 34
35 amenable—tractable same—.opposite 35
36 diatribe—invective same—opposite 86
37 obdurate—stubborn same—opposite 37
38 profligate—ascetic same—opposite 38
39 preamble
—
peroration same—opposite 39
40 pertinacious—obstinate same—opposite 40
n81
OT
98
Vx
81
OX
81
91
8
Z2
LI
SX
ZZ
I
IZ
V
08
S
L
zz
81
Zl
93
I
61
tl
81
fl
u
91
LI
Zl
6X
9
81
f
93
9
9
03
LI
91
91
Z
IZ
II
6
91
81
8
IZ
6
9X
X
9X
9
oz
ox
n
9X
6
f
ZZ
9X
9
SX
9X
IZ
Zl
9X
8
8
9X
8X
f
8
fZ
Zl
?l
8X
Z
93
8
OX
f
9X
IZ
I
9X
2Z
91
8
Zl
IZ
I
93
8 S f-
XX L 8
£ X 6
8
8
OX
z
•}X9U suioo pinot[S saaqumu 0M4 aq^ a^uM.
sauti pa^op 0M4 aq:}. uo pus 'Mcqaq sjaquinu jq m.oj qoua }B Jiooq
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fZ •SIT2J""*aruT
— pinoqs ac[ aqq san^JiA p<* t bai4[u* i*» .r
sz aruT
zz '9nj^
- -,T,rtn ~n nr\TT C"1TtS$TTT iinnTil SUl UB9 U996
IZ
12
02
02
6T 3SIHJ—"9ruT
v t t t ~r '~\ w oCwaa t r> to aOTKl 0*3 SS9UlddBU 61
81 "9ruT
-. t,^^t^ or t> rTTiit>"i X* TP^cjanail U1TB9U 81
LI asiBJ""-9iuT
LIA 1-
91 asjfcgr ana;
... n ^ „q„t t^ii?aa ca ,7PiaTT iniRJ9(IlU91
91 -9ruT
—i i-
n *aruT
t»-»/\ \i r> t i t ain oupl KSajSllOO 10
21 aruT
Zl
21
II 'arU.T
XX
01 9S[BJ"' -atuT
01
6 -91UT
\j
8 9SISJ- aruT
Qo
L aruT
9 9SIHJ- •aruT
9
9 9SIBJ—9HJ^ 9
f 9SIBJ" anxj.
f
S *aiuT
Z atuT
Z
I 9Spj- anx* \
9STT2I— -9tUl SSBjS MOO S^B9 B 1
•p9[[BD si 9Uit T nTun 93Bd 9L[T UA\op TqSu ^jom
puB x qTiA\ ui39g "9q pinoqs sb p9i[aBUx A'pBajjB 9jb s9[duiBS
0AS4 aqx -ssanS 'ains 9q Tou ubo noX ji <('9sibj„ paoAV 9qT agpun
ami b M.Bip *9S[Bj si ^bs pinoAv Ti ^BqM ji ; <(9naT„ paoM 9qT jgpun 9Ui[ b
AiBJp (atiJT si ^bs pjnoAw Ti ^BqA\ ji 'uaqx •Jl3S -ino^ ^!JAV t,u0P
^no pau9 TqStBaTs aaaM. spaoAV aqT }i Xbs pinoAv qoBa TBqA\ ^uiqjQ '9uiit
b tb auo saoua^uas asaqT a>[BT „'o3„ ^bs i uaq^i '9S[bj 9jb aiuos pus
aru T aaB ui9qT jo 9uiog *S90U9^U9S dn-p9xtui anoj-A Tu9A\T aaB Avoiag
•asiBj si q.uauia TBTs siqT
^nq 'SHHHIiVai 3AVH S3SH0H TIV *W UI ^nd JI 90uaTuas b
a^Bin pinoM. qqy 3AVH SHaHXVSLi spjoM aqT ^uiBSy
•aruT si ^u9UI9tb ts siqT puB 'SSVHO MOO V : ^pao Tq3u
aq; ui Tnd ji 9ou9 TU9S b 9^biu pinoAv A*9q^ Tnq !90U9TU9S b 9^bui T(uop
pun dn p9xiui 9JB J9pjo TBqT ui SSVHD MOO S1V3 V spaoM 9qx
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